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     This Lovers Report is divided into 4 chapters.

     Chapter 1 compares your temperaments and personalities. The issues described in Chapter 1 become 
particularly powerful if you are married or live together. Idiosyncrasies or quirks in another person's 
personality do not bother us as much if our relationship is a casual one. For example, if one person is neat 
and tidy and the other is sloppy, this is more likely to become a concern if you are married than if you are 
only seeing each other occasionally.

     Pay close attention to the issues described in Chapter 2 because these are the most important themes 
in your relationship. For example, if themes of romance and sexual attraction are emphasized, then you 
can count on this relationship being a passionate one. However, if romance and sexuality are hardly 
mentioned at all, then this relationship will not be a passionate one. Note also that the material in Chapter 
2 is presented roughly in order of importance, so that the material presented at the beginning of Chapter 2 
is the most powerful.

     Chapter 4 describes issues in your relationship of less importance than those presented in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 describes situations and circumstances that arise if you have a close, long-lasting relationship.

     If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then your roles are likely to alternate. For 
example, a statement that Tom is more aggressive than Katie, and another statement that Katie is more 
aggressive than Tom, means that you alternate roles, with Tom sometimes being the leader and Katie 
being the follower, and sometimes just the opposite. Also, read the statements carefully, as it is likely 
that a careful reading will reveal different kinds of aggressiveness or areas in which the aggressiveness is 
likely to express itself.

     To make the most of this report, combine this astrological analysis with other things that you know 
about each other. For example, we have assumed that you are opposite-sexed (assuming that both of you 
are heterosexual, otherwise same-sexed). Physical attractiveness, age, religion, education, family and 
cultural background will affect your relationship as well. The material in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this 
report describes the magnetism between you, but does not describe your individual natures. For example, 
suppose that Chapter 2 makes little mention of romance and sexuality, but the Natal Reports for each of 
you indicate that each of you has extremely strong romantic and sexual desires. In this case, marriage is 
not likely to be successful! However, if romance and sexuality are not important to either of you, then the 
lack of passion in your relationship is not likely to be as much of a stumbling block.

    Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of
the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit of
students of astrology, these positions, along with other



technical information, are listed below:

Positions and Data for Tom:
Sun      position is 11 deg. 09 min. of Cancer
Moon     position is 25 deg. 09 min. of Taurus
Mercury  position is 19 deg. 58 min. of Cancer
Venus    position is 25 deg. 52 min. of Leo
Mars     position is 23 deg. 04 min. of Libra
Jupiter  position is  7 deg. 45 min. of Leo
Saturn   position is 12 deg. 05 min. of Aries
Uranus   position is 20 deg. 51 min. of Virgo
Neptune  position is 21 deg. 50 min. of Scorpio
Pluto    position is 18 deg. 17 min. of Virgo
Asc.     position is  2 deg. 01 min. of Scorpio
MC       position is  9 deg. 02 min. of Leo
2nd cusp position is  0 deg. 14 min. of Sagittarius
3rd cusp position is  3 deg. 14 min. of Capricorn
5th cusp position is 12 deg. 16 min. of Pisces
6th cusp position is  9 deg. 50 min. of Aries

Tropical/PLACIDUS   Daylight Savings Time observed.   GMT: 19:06:00
Time Zone: 5 hours West.   Lat & Long: 43 N 02 53   76 W 08 52

Positions and Data for Katie:
Sun      position is 26 deg. 19 min. of Sagittarius
Moon     position is 11 deg. 18 min. of Leo
Mercury  position is  6 deg. 02 min. of Sagittarius
Venus    position is 14 deg. 18 min. of Scorpio
Mars     position is  4 deg. 27 min. of Capricorn
Jupiter  position is  8 deg. 13 min. of Leo
Saturn   position is 13 deg. 54 min. of Virgo
Uranus   position is 19 deg. 02 min. of Scorpio
Neptune  position is 18 deg. 20 min. of Sagittarius
Pluto    position is 18 deg. 53 min. of Libra
Asc.     position is 18 deg. 31 min. of Capricorn
MC       position is 13 deg. 45 min. of Scorpio
2nd cusp position is  3 deg. 07 min. of Pisces
3rd cusp position is 14 deg. 04 min. of Aries
5th cusp position is  6 deg. 22 min. of Gemini
6th cusp position is 26 deg. 31 min. of Gemini

Tropical/PLACIDUS   Standard time observed.   GMT: 14:32:00
Time Zone: 5 hours West.   Lat & Long: 41 N 39 50   83 W 33 19

Chapter 1
A Comparison of Temperaments and Life Styles

that Affect Your Ability to Harmonize with Each Other



Tom's Sun in Cancer and Katie's Sun in Sagittarius:

     Your natures are so different that you are bound to clash at times. Very often when Katie feels the 
urge to travel, explore, expand, and follow a new star, Tom feels just the opposite: the urge to be close to 
family, to establish roots, to have children and provide for them, to be near close friends. Katie's desire 
for freedom and exploration is often at cross purposes with Tom's need for security.

     Katie tends to also be philosophical and detached about personal matters while Tom takes a much 
more personal, subjective, compassionate, and emotional approach to life. Although in theory your 
differences can complement each other, and sometimes they do, there are times when you will have to be 
very creative and imaginative to find ways to meet everyone's needs.

Tom's Moon in Taurus and Katie's Moon in Leo:

     Both of you are stubborn, loyal people who will protect and stand by loved ones in good times or bad. 
You are both constant in your affections and seek a partner who is warm, steady, and committed, rather 
than one who keeps you guessing. Material comfort and success are also quite important to you, but for 
different reasons: Tom wants the security of money in the bank, as well as the comfort it can buy. Katie 
has an innate sense of grandness and generosity, and likes to be impressive. Differences in the way you 
use your material resources could become a major issue between you, and since you are both quite 
inflexible and opinionated, it may be difficult to reach a compromise when you do disagree. Katie can be 
very loud and melodramatic at times, which upsets Tom, who wants, above all else, peace and serenity at 
home.

Both of you have Moon in hard aspect to Venus:

     Both of you crave tenderness, caring, nurturing, and loving support in your lives very much. You may 
devote a lot of energy and time to your mate or children or beloved friends, in order to satisfy this "sweet 
tooth" of yours. When you aren't emotionally fulfilled, you are both apt to turn to food, especially sweets 
or "comfort foods" to fill the need. At your finest, you can both be very loving and giving. But at your 
worst, you can be very infantile and spoiled, wanting only to be pampered and taken care of.

     One of you may be the petted, doted-upon "baby" in this relationship, the other the good "mommy". 
No doubt a lot of mothering will take place between you. Ideally, however, you can take turns caring for 
and allowing each other to be cared for.

Chapter 2
Major Themes in the Relationship: What Brought You Together

Katie's Asc. Opposition Tom's Mercury:



     It seems that you always have lots to talk about, and you enjoy sharing ideas and points of view on 
any topic. Your approach, style, and interests are often different but this does not lessen the enthusiasm 
and interest in each other's concerns, plans, and ideas.

Uranus Mutually Aspects Neptune:

     Unusual states of consciousness, increased mystical or psychic sensitivity, or creative imagination and 
inspiration characterize your relationship. You stimulate one another's aspirations and spiritual yearnings. 
You can become very unbalanced, impractical, and erratic together. You need to take care not to lose 
touch with practical limitations and realities.

Tom's Uranus Square Katie's Neptune:

     Bursts of inspiration, creative imagination and insight, or strange psychic experiences makes your 
relationship lively and unusual. You may do some rather bizarre or unusual experimenting together. 
Avoidance of responsibility or reality can be a problem at times.

Katie's Uranus Conjunct Tom's Neptune:

     Together you have some unusual, unexplainable experiences of a supernatural or psychic nature. You 
also stimulate one another's most inspired, imaginative sides, and you can get "lost in the ozone" or too 
"far out" together. Metaphysical or mystical explorations and a reawakening or change in spiritual beliefs 
come about as a result of your involvement with each other.

Katie's Sun Trine Tom's Venus:

     Yours is a congenial and enjoyable relationship, for you both like, love, and appreciate one another, 
and make special efforts to please one another. You also share a similarity in tastes and enjoyment of 
leisure activities and pleasures.

Katie's Asc. Trine Tom's Uranus:

     Katie's originality and creativity is sparked by Tom's enthusiasm, eccentricity or "crazy" side. You are 
both more impulsive when you are together, and more willing to take risks and appear foolish. At the 
least, this can be lots of fun; at best, it can be very freeing and liberating.

Katie's Asc. Trine Tom's Pluto:

     Tom is "the power behind the throne" when it comes to Katie's ambitions and aspirations, or Tom 
may set the agenda with Katie carrying out Tom's will and desires. Katie's confidence, personal 
effectiveness, and social influence is greatly enhanced by Tom's presence and encouragement.

Katie's Moon Trine Tom's Saturn:

     There is a mature, stable, responsible tone to your relationship that makes you feel secure with each 



other. There is a great deal of trust and respect for each other. As you spend more time together, you will 
find that your tastes, priorities, and sense of what is really important in life becomes very compatible. If 
you marry and have children, you will work together well as parents, especially when difficulties and 
"minor crises" arise.

Tom's Mercury Square Katie's Pluto:

     Your conversations have a deep, probing quality. There is a strong tendency to attempt to coerce your 
partner to understand your point of view and agree with you. Katie may attempt to dominate Tom's 
thinking, or radically alter Tom's view of things.

Tom's Mercury Trine Katie's Uranus:

     Your conversations are spirited and often exhilarating. You spark each other to view situations in a 
new light and you inspire creative, original, inventive ideas. This relationship inspires creativity and 
originality, and a fresh attitude towards life - and you should share a very interesting life together.

Katie's Mercury Trine Tom's Jupiter:

     Communication is open and harmonious. You are able to help each other incorporate new ideas and 
expand your perspective. If you have a close, long-lasting relationship, you will develop similar political, 
social, religious, and philosophical views. The similarity in your overall perspectives on life helps the 
two of you feel very happy to share your lives together. Your overall beliefs and aims are in harmony.

Chapter 3
Destiny and Final Outcome of Your Relationship

Composite Sun Square Moon:

     There is a basic undeniable tension between the two of you that will be both creative and irritating. It 
is apt to manifest itself in small ways, often in matters of personal comfort (such as the temperature each 
one prefers the thermostat set to, or a dislike for one another's domestic habits), but also in more 
profound ways, for instance: an inability to accept the other's family or familial background and 
traditions. Some resistance to your relationship by either or both of your families or old circle of friends 
can also be expected, at least initially. A marked degree of unease exists between the two of you on these 
subtle issues and this prevents you both from totally submerging yourselves into this relationship. In 
numerous subtle ways you are constantly reminded of your "otherness" and differences from one another, 
and you'll be both fascinated and frustrated by these fundamental differences.

     One of the purposes of your relationship is to challenge each of you to encounter (and even embrace) 
attitudes and aspects of life which your partner displays, and which are essentially very foreign to you.



Composite Sun Conjunct Venus:

     Quite simply, one of your purposes in being together is to create and express beauty, whether this is in 
the form of a beautiful, loving relationship, or gracious and artful works. There can also be an element of 
vanity, artifice, or wanting to show-off, the desire to be seen and recognized as a Beautiful Couple, 
whether or not that's entirely true. Hiding or downplaying your difficulties and the ugly parts of your 
relationship may be helpful to a point, but if you try to maintain this image of yourselves as a happy, 
loving twosome despite your actual conflicts, then deeper troubles may never get attended to. However, 
whatever friction, dissonance, or ill will develops between you, there will also always be an urge to 
harmonize, reconcile, and ease your differences, and to create cooperation. It will take a lot for the two of 
you to ever turn against each other entirely.

Composite Sun Sextile Neptune:

     Your relationship will have a mystical or spiritual flavor, and together your psychic perceptions and 
abilities will blossom. To begin with, you'll quickly be able to tune in to one another telepathically, and 
be able to intuitively know what is happening with each other, even from a distance.

     Whatever interests you have in metaphysics, spirituality, or the paranormal will also be brought out, 
and you will explore these together, even if you've only had a passing interest before.

Composite Sun Conjunct Pluto:

     There is definitely an element of destiny or inevitability, something which cannot be resisted or 
avoided, in the two of you coming together. This relationship can take you further into your own depths 
than you've ever been before, and truly be life-changing for both of you. You have a profound and 
powerful influence upon one another for good or ill, and once joined, it will be extremely difficult to ever 
totally sever your connection. You really get inside each other. You may become one another's 
psychotherapist in a manner of speaking, because being together dredges up a lot of your hidden agendas 
or motives and you become aware of many more facets of yourselves than you were ever conscious of 
before.

     Together, you can also be an incredibly potent force in other peoples' lives. Your charisma and 
influence as a couple far exceeds your individual powers. If the two of you are tempted to misuse this, 
you could be involved in manipulative games and power plays, Machiavellian exploits of all kinds. 
Using your powers creatively and positively, you could become healers or agents of transformation and 
renewal in the world.

Composite Moon Square Venus:

     When you are together, you feel waves of love and attraction for one another that are impossible to 
ignore. Tremendous feelings of tenderness, and an urge to care for, comfort, protect, and nurture one 
another will always be present in your relationship. Some element from your past, possibly interference 
from your families or previous lovers, will have to be dealt with in some way before you can fully come 



together. However, the love feelings and heart in this relationship are so strong that those issues can be 
resolved. The desire for children and/or to create a home together will predominate.

Composite Moon Square Pluto:

     When you are together, deep emotions and intense, compelling, irrational energies within both of you 
come into play. Definitely, if you are together for any length of time, you will both undergo an emotional 
transformation, a soul cleansing, for being together will dredge up all of your unfinished emotional 
business and feelings you may not even have believed yourselves capable of. This may feel like a "fatal 
attraction", one that is irresistible even if one or both of you wants to run the other way.

     A significant part of your purpose in coming together is to clear up and heal the past - old griefs, 
jealousies, wounds, and unresolved emotions, many of which you may have forgotten about until now!

     Certainly, no matter how long this relationship lasts, it will be a profound, intense one. Emotionally it 
may feel overwhelming at times. If any emotional manipulation, domination, or abuse occurs, you both 
need to step back and get a clear, objective third party to help you. At times you're both apt to feel that 
you're in over your heads. On the other hand, though you may go through extreme emotions, you can 
develop an incredibly close bond.

Composite Mercury Sextile Mars:

     If you want to sharpen your intellect and improve your ability to communicate honestly and 
assertively, then you will enjoy being with one another.

     If you have trouble speaking your mind in a definite, unambiguous way, or competing on an 
intellectual plane, you will learn to do so with this person.

     Also, the two of you together have good timing, and can make swift decisions which work in your 
favor.

Composite Mercury Square Saturn:

     Communication problems are a key focus with the two of you. It may seem like pulling teeth to keep 
a conversation going, or grueling work simply to get your point across to the other person. Resorting to 
monosyllabic replies, or talking only when it's necessary to convey some crucial information, may be the 
result of the frustration you both feel in talking to the other. This is very challenging! However, assuming 
other aspects of your relationship are really valuable and fulfilling to you, it would be worth the effort to 
learn to talk - and listen - to each other better.

     Avoid discussing only problems and what's not working, complaining, being picayune about 
grammar, editing the other person's speech, or in other ways creating barriers between you and your 
partner. Dwelling on the "worst possible scenario" can be a real problem for the two of you, also.

Composite Venus Sextile Neptune:



     An aura of enchantment, mystery, and romanticism permeates your relationship, and maintaining a 
beautiful image of one another and of yourselves as a couple is crucial to its success. If either (or both) of 
you allows yourself to neglect your appearance or in other ways forgets to keep the magical element 
alive, your partner will be inordinately disappointed. This relationship needs fantasy and beautiful 
dreams, candlelight, moonlit escapades, and forays into paradise! If you two can also be clearheaded at 
the same time, your bond with one another can be very sweet.

Composite Venus Conjunct Pluto:

     A  complete transformation of your attitudes about love and relationship will occur through this 
fateful, profound connection. Expect intense feelings of attraction which can amount almost to obsession, 
a deep irresistible fascinations which may be felt simultaneously with a pulling away, and a sense that the 
whole thing is unavoidable even if excruciatingly painful at times.

     What initially may feel like mad love, will reveal other, hidden sides of your emotions. The desire to 
control, dominate, or manipulate (sexually or in other ways) may well be a part of this. Extreme jealousy, 
issues of trust and betrayal, as well as deep, passionate love are all easily aroused between the two of 
you.

     Certainly this is not a bond to be taken lightly. You will learn an incredible amount about what you 
are capable of, through your interaction. You are playing with fire here. Whether it is a purifying fire, or 
an eternal flame, or whether it will all end in ashes, is up to the two of you and how conscious you are 
willing to become.

Composite Mars Quincunx Saturn:

     Despite whatever joys and blessings this relationship holds for the two of you, it will also entail a lot 
of hard work. Patience, forbearance, the ability to continue despite obstacles and discouragement, and 
accepting the necessity of compromise and humility, will all be required of you. Facing the fact that there 
are some things you simply cannot do, a lessened sense of freedom, and a definite awareness of 
containment and boundaries are all a part of it. At times, it may all seem too difficult, tedious, and 
stifling. If either or both of you gives up too much for the other - as is definitely indicated - this can be a 
source of considerable blame and resentment. But accepting the bitter with the sweet is part of what your 
relationship is about.

Composite Moon Quincunx Neptune:

     Even if you are fairly clear-headed, sensible people, when you are together you are apt to be deluded, 
confused, or intoxicated by some kind of false hope. Avoid being swindled by someone who would take 
advantage of your pity or softheartedness, religious shysters, and/or those who offer some sort of instant 
salvation.

     Above all, be absolutely direct and meticulously honest with one another. Hiding something for the 
other person's "own good", omitting the whole truth for fear of the repercussions, telling white lies which 



seem innocent enough at the time - these can land you in murky waters that may be very difficult to get 
out of.

Chapter 4
Other Themes in Your Relationship

Tom's Sun in Katie's 6th house:

     Tom likes to perform chores and tasks for Katie, and you may sometimes feel like your relationship is 
more like an employer-employee relationship than a romantic one! This quality tends to be a positive 
one, though, for you are able to assist each other in very practical ways.

Katie's Sun in Tom's 2nd house:

     Katie takes a keen interest in Tom's finances, assets, and talents, and Katie is likely to provide 
financial assistance and enthusiasm for Tom's projects and ambitions.

Tom's Moon in Katie's 4th house:

     It is highly probably that you will become involved in domestic affairs together, even if your 
relationship is not a close one. You enjoy living together and sharing in cooking, home maintenance, and 
you feel like "family" with each other.

Katie's Moon in Tom's 10th house:

     Katie takes a great interest in Tom's career and reputation, and is likely to openly promote Tom's 
career, drawing recognition to Tom and "advertising" Tom's services and talents. Katie may be less 
sensitive to Tom's inner feelings and personal needs.

Tom's Mercury in Katie's 7th house:

     Your conversations are lively. It seems that both of you can't resist a debate with each other. Although 
you frequently disagree with each, fortunately you enjoy the lively exchange of ideas nevertheless.

Katie's Mercury in Tom's 2nd house:

     You enjoy planning financial strategies together, and Katie provides Tom with lots of ideas on 
business ventures, investments, and practical application of job-related skills.

Tom's Venus in Katie's 7th house:

     Tom is highly attractive and interesting to Katie, and there is a strong magnetic attraction between you 



that leads to a lovely friendship and perhaps romance.

Katie's Venus in Tom's 1st house:

     Regardless of how others view Katie, Tom finds Katie to be a very attractive and a beautiful person. 
Tom sees a great deal of charm and sweetness in Katie and is willing to go to great lengths to please 
Katie.

Tom's Mars in Katie's 9th house:

     Tom challenges Katie's philosophical viewpoints and religious beliefs. There is the possibility that 
Tom will try to force individual views on Katie.

Katie's Mars in Tom's 3rd house:

     Katie enjoys challenging Tom's reasoning and logic, and Tom may feel that this relationship is more 
like a debate club than a romance! If both of you can keep your communication from becoming 
acrimonious, you can learn a great deal from each other and enjoy a mentally stimulating relationship.

Tom's Jupiter in Katie's 7th house:

     Katie feels buoyant and outgoing in Tom's presence, enjoys talking and doing almost anything with 
Tom. Cooperation and optimism are high in this relationship and you can count on having a very upbeat 
and outgoing relationship most of the time.

Katie's Jupiter in Tom's 9th house:

     There is sufficient variety and expansiveness in this relationship to keep it interesting for a long time. 
No doubt you enjoy traveling, vacationing, socializing, and going out together, and the rich variety of 
experiences that you share together enriches your outlook on life and increases your appreciation of 
many things that you otherwise tend to be unaware of or uninvolved in.

Tom's Saturn in Katie's 2nd house:

     Handling of finances is a major issue in your relationship, especially if your relationship is a 
permanent one. Deciding how to increase income, how to wisely spend money, and how to develop 
financial security becomes a big issue, and major problems can arise if either of you ignores or overlooks 
your partner's point of view in these matters. You will learn a lot about handling money and resources 
and how to develop material security in this relationship, and hopefully any difficult lessons will not 
cause serious regrets. Tom, in particular, should be wary of the tendency to be overly critical of the way 
that Katie handles finances and should try not to interfere too much with Katie's decisions in this regard. 
Katie should try not to be overly sensitive to Tom's suggestions and should try to extract the useful, 
valuable suggestions and ignore the rest.

Katie's Saturn in Tom's 11th house:



     Involvement with community, colleagues and organizations can become a critical issue in your 
relationship. Katie, in particular, is likely to question and criticize Tom for involvement (or the lack of it) 
in various clubs, groups, or organizations. Also, you may both join an organization together, because of 
sharing a mutual enthusiasm, and both go through a period of disillusionment and sobering-up when the 
organization does not live up to expectations. Fortunately, these experiences are not likely to be 
extremely disconcerting to either of you, and, in fact, you will feel that you have both matured a great 
deal through the experiences.

Tom's Uranus in Katie's 8th house:

     Your courtship undoubtedly took many unusual twists and turns. The attraction between you is 
powerful, and sometimes the "urge to merge" is almost irresistible. Sexual activity and love-making 
probably began very early in the relationship. Also, the way you jointly handle finances and investments 
is likely to take some unusual turns and the two of you may, for example, invest in some risky ventures. 
Also, if you marry and later divorce, both of you are likely to be surprised by the manner in which you 
agree to divide your joint resources.

Katie's Uranus in Tom's 1st house:

     Tom's more unusual, creative side comes out in this relationship, and Tom feels more spontaneous 
and exuberant with Katie than with most other people. Consequently, there is a lively feeling to your 
relationship, but if Katie is a rather unstable person, then Tom may feel that there is not enough stability 
and reliability in the relationship.

Tom's Neptune in Katie's 10th house:

     Tom tends to have idealistic notions of what Katie can achieve in a worldly sense, and consequently 
Tom is likely to encourage Katie to pursue dreams without compromise. Katie needs to be careful not to 
lose sight of the practical details that are needed to meet these goals.

Katie's Neptune in Tom's 2nd house:

     If you are married, you need to be careful about how you jointly handle your finances. Katie may 
encourage a joint investment that proves to be unsuccessful. Katie tends to be idealistic and impractical 
regarding your joint assets.

Tom's Pluto in Katie's 8th house:

     There is a powerful magnetism between you, and probably a strong sexual attraction as well. If 
romantic attraction is strong, you may go through periods of feeling compulsive and obsessive about 
each other. The emotions involved are complex, however, and the bond between you, while strong, is not 
necessarily harmonious.

Katie's Pluto in Tom's 12th house:



     There is a deep emotional and psychic tie between you that may not be apparent in the early stages of 
your relationship, but over time you begin to work together very closely on matters of very deep, 
personal concern. Together you uncover a lot of previously hidden problems and limitations stemming 
from early childhood. You probe any fears, phobias, or guilt that limits your ability to live a happy, 
fulfilling life.

Katie's Asc. Square Tom's Mars:

     The two of you frequently approach work and goals in very different ways, and consequently you are 
inclined to step on each other's toes. Katie may feel that Tom is pushy or insensitive to all of the issues 
and concerns that are involved in a situation. You can work together very effectively, but it requires you 
to allow each other the freedom to approach problems in a very different way than you would. Very often 
you can accomplish more by working separately from each other on different aspects of a problem rather 
than attempting to work jointly.

Tom's Asc. Sextile Katie's Mars:

     Katie encourages Tom to be more assertive, direct, decisive, and honest. Mutual reinforcement and 
confidence are gifts you bring to one another.

Katie's Moon Conjunct Tom's Jupiter:

     You both really enjoy each other's company. You put each other in a good mood and an optimistic, 
friendly, jovial atmosphere develops when you get together. You may have been friends for some time 
before you became lovers. You are a very likeable couple and, as a couple, you are very sociable , 
hospitable, and expansive. Your bring out the generous side of one another, and are very nurturing and 
protective towards each other.

Tom's Mars Conjunct Katie's Pluto:

     You draw out of each other your deepest drives and desires. The two of you arouse a zeal and sense of 
mission in each other that makes it possible for you to jointly accomplish extraordinary tasks. However, 
your fears and anxieties are brought to the surface too, and there is no guarantee that your zealousness 
will produce positive, constructive results. You may become fanatical in an extreme and unbalanced 
manner. Also, sexual passion, jealousy, and competition can be very volatile, disruptive, obsessive, and 
intense in this relationship.

Tom's Jupiter Conjunct Katie's Jupiter:

     The two of you support one another's aspirations and needs to grow, which creates an atmosphere of 
mutual trust and appreciation between you. You encourage one another to take risks and you reinforce 
one another's basic sense of trust in life. Shared ideals, hopes for the future, and spiritual or philosophical 
outlooks bind you together.



Katie's Uranus Sextile Tom's Pluto:

     You help one another to break old habits and to eliminate whatever is outworn or unnecessary in your 
lives. You support and encourage each other to make some fundamental changes or to take risks that you 
would otherwise be unwilling to try.

Katie's Neptune Square Tom's Pluto:

     If either of you indulges in devious, escapist, or addictive behavior, you will be confronted with your 
weaknesses in this relationship. Differences in spiritual attitudes or religious faiths are also emphasized.




